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Chapter 1 
THE PROBLEM 
As education in the United States continues to grow in 
importance, a number of factors that influence the learning 
process become increasingly significant. The use of educational 
media in the schools is one of the problems facing teachers and 
administrators. Technology in the media field has a marked 
tendency to move ahead much faster that the ability of educators 
to put these new tools to use. One such example of this dilemma 
1s the video tape recorder. 
As more and more Iowa school districts purchase video tape 
equipment, the question of utilization of this apparatus becomes 
important. It is necessary that the VTR be used extensively 
for a school district to get its money's worth from this rather 
expensive equipment. 
It is possible that the VTR is being used as much as 
possible in Iowa schools. However, it seems quite likely 
that some schools have purchased multi-thousand dollar dust 
collectors because the instructional staff is not aware of 
the possible uses of this equipment in the educational 
process. 
Statement of the Problem 
It will be the purpose of this survey to determine 
1 
how the VTR is being used, how much it is being used, and 
who is operatin~ it in the secondary schools of Iowa. 
ImEortance of the Study 
If the results of this study indicate that Iowa's 
secondary schools are using video tape in a variety of 
educationally innovative ways, and keeping the equipment in 
operation for a majority of the time, I will be impressed 
2 
with their actions. But, if the survey indicates that schools 
that have VTR equipment are not using it to the extent that 
is possible, some action should be taken to correct the 
situation. With educational finance in its preRent state, 
there is no justification for having video tape equipment 
standing idle, when it can contribute much to the educational 
process. If VTRs a.re not being used, it should be known, 
and action taken to correct the situation. 
Assumptions 
The basic assumption made in this study is that video 
tape equipment is a valuable addition to the educational 
media tools in use in the schools. A great many articles 
have been published in educational periodicals that extol 
the virtues of the VTR. If these are to be believed, then 
the VTR is indeed a. si~nificant addition to the AV field. 
Another assumption that must be made is tha.t the survey 
tool used in this study 1s a valid instrument to test the 
utilization of the VTR in the secondary schools. Every 
attempt was made to devise a questionnaire that would cover 
all possibilities of use, the degree to which the VTR is used, 
and who operates the equipment. The questionnaire was 
constructed using Criteria for a Better Questionnaire, 
by Stephen Romine. 
3 
It must also be assumed that, in the individual schools 
participating in this study, someone has the necessary 
knowled~e of the extent of the use of the VTR in that school, 
to complete the questionnaire in such a fashion as to make 
it valuable to this study. 
Limitations of the Study 
The human factor of error in reporting data on the 
questionnaire 1s a possibility that cannot be measured. In 
a study of this type, error can change the results. Another 
possible limitation in the generalizability of the findings 
is that the random sample of schools may not actually be 
representative of the total population of schools from which 
the sample was taken. 
Definition of Terms 
VTR - video tape recorder 
Utilization - in the field of educational media, utilization 
or use concerns the philosophy behind the implementation of 
'!ledia in thP educ.a.tional prneesse This differs from the term 
operation which is on a mechanical level. 
Secondary schools - in this study, only the public secondary 
schools at the high school level are considered. 
Chapter 2 
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 
Little research has been done on the utilization of media 
in the schools. Consequently, this being something of a 
pioneer study in utilization of the VTR, the literature was 
surveyed to determine how the experts in education have 
determined that the video tape equipment should be used. 
The first use of video tape that comes to mind, perhaps 
because it is the easiest to do, is the taping of television 
programs for classroom use. Educational television programs 
have been a great help to teachers in presenting new 
experiences in the classroom, but the programs are not 
always broadcast at the most opportune time of day. The 
best way to overcome this difficulity is to record the 
desired program off the air to present at a later, more 
convenient time. 
Of course, taping TV programs need not be limited to ETV. 
Network television broadcasts are very useful classroom 
materials when they are made available to the classroom 
teacher. The programs can be taped off the air and replayed 
at the convenience of the teacher. News broadcasts can be 
recorded and dissected in the classroom. Documentaries that 
have cost thousands of dollars to produce~ are available for 
much less than comparatively inferior oommercially produced 
4 
16mm films on the same subject. 1 
5 
Another use of video tape is in the production of in-
structional materials at the local level. First of all, 
there is considerable visual s1mil1arity in appearance of VTR 
presentations and television programs. Students who are 
used to watching TV have a tendency to watch unquestioningly. 2 ,.~ 
Video tape is superior to other formats used in the classroom~~, 
Students can benefit greatly from the addition of sight and 
motion to audio tapes. Video tape programs are cheaper and 
far more flexible than 16mm film. With VTR, the teacher can 
tailor the film to the lesson and thus not be at the mercy 
of commercially produced films which are too broad 1n concept. • , · 
Students can become involved in the production of video 
tape presentations, which leads to increased 1nterest.3 The 
best way to learn is to teach, so if students can make a visual 
that teaches, they have certainly learned something. A VTR 
crew can be assembled, trained, and become extremely adept 
in no time at all. Certainly a technical staff 1s not needed 
for production. Sixth graders can become proficient in VTR 
operation in three to four hours. 4 
Another strong point for video tape is that feedback is 
immediately available. There 1s no production lag, as a 
program can be played back right after it is taped.5 
There are a considerable number of types of programs 
that can successfully be presented with the VTR format. 
Lectures, demonstrations, experiments, etc. that have to 
be repeated for different classes nan be video taped to 
6 
assure that the presentation is always of the same high 
quality. 6 Field trips can be replaced by simply taking the VTB 
on the route that students would take. A sound track can be 
superimposed on the tape to make an interestin~ presentation 
of material that is much cheaper and far more simple than 
a field trip. 7 Guest speakers and local resource persons 
can be placed on tape and save many problems in scheduling. 
If proper production techniques are observed, and questions 
from students anticipated, the video tape can be just as 
good as having the speaker "live. 11 8 Another instructional 
use of the VTR would be production of single concept tapes 
and the implementation of a program of continuous progress 
individualized instruction.9 
Permanent tapes can be placed in a library type collection 
and even exchanged with other schools. The possibilities 
of instructional use of video tapes are indeed limitless.10 
The video tape recorder can be used as a tool for self-
evaluation and improvement. By using the VTB, you can "see 
yourself as others see you."11 Video tape use here provides 
an instant replay, total feedback of what has taken place, 
which can be very important for both teachers and students. 
Micro-teaching is one method of teacher improvement that 
has been successful. The teacher presents a short, single 
concept lesson to a small group. The whole event is video 
taped. The teacher then views and evaluates the tape. The 
lesson is retaught to another group, changed to correct the 
shortcomings evident in the first lesson. The second pre-
sentation is taped and critiqued. The teacher can use 
this technique to correct his teaching techniques. 12 
Another method of teacher improvement is the application 
of evaluative criteria to taped teacher performances. The 
"Flanders Interaction Analysis, .. which evaluates the verbal 
behavior of teachers and students is one evaluation that may 
be used.16 Another type of evaluation that may be used is 
Bloom's taxonomyl4(B. Bloom, Taxonomy of Educational 
Objectives Handbook), 
Through the viewing of video tapes of their own, and 
other teacher's performances, teachers can learn to change 
classroom behavior. It is possible to discover the various 
mannerisms and sublties that distract~contribute to 
teaching. 15 
Possibly the foremost use of the VTR in high schools 
is the recording of performance activities of students. 
~ 
The VTR is excellent for this because of characteristic 
of providing immediate feedback to the performer and his 
instructor. Students can learn much from self criticism 
7 
and gain a great deal of self confidence from such activities. 16 
Athletics, drama, speech, dance, and music are prime areas 
17 for such tapes. 
Another possibility for video tape is in the area of 
role play. Student role play can be taped and discussed by 
teacher and student. Guidance counselors can institute a 
program of role play in job interviews so that the student 
can see where changes in behavior are needed. Such an 
activity could ~ive the student the self confidence in an 
interview that would make the difference between being 
8 
hired or not. 18 The use of the video tape recorder in 
self-evaluation and improvement activities is significant in 
that it can assist the subject in developing self realization, 
an accurate picture of what he is as an individual. 
From this review, it can be seen that the video tape 
recorder is a valuable tool for the media specialist who 
is attempting to improve his program of services. 
Chapter 3 
DESIGN OF THE STUDY 
In order to determine the extent of the use of the VTR 
in Iowa secondary schools, a questionnaire was needed. Since 
no such instrument was available, one had to be developed. 
First of all, it was necessary to determine whether or not 
the school had access to video tape equipment. This was the 
first question in the survey. 
Professional journals were then examined for articles 
containing information about the various uses of video tape 
at the high school level. From this preliminary study, the 
main body of the questionnaire was devised, using the various 
uses described in the articles as subjects for questions. 
It was also necessary to find out how much the VTR was 
used in each of the areas covered by the questions. To 
accomplish this, the respondent was asked to respond to each 
statement by coordinating the amount of use to a. continuum 
with corresponding values in hours per week of operation of 
the equipment. 
To determine who operates the equipment, the respondent 
was requested to rank possible operators according to the 
amount of time each spent in the operation of the VTR. 
In order to determine another area of use, it was asked 
if the school retained video tapes for later playback in a 
9 
10 
library type collection. 
The questionnaire was then sent to a random sample of JO 
schools selected from the 1971-1972 Iowa Educational Directory. 
Each public high school listed was given a number according 
to the order of the directory. A random table of numbers 
was then used to obtain the sample to be used in the study. 
Table 1 - Data - RESULTS OF THE STUDY 
Number of questionnaires sent - 30 
Number of schools responding - 27 
11 
Number of schools having access to video tape equipment - 14 
Operators of the VTR - Ranked according to number of hours operating 
1 2 3 












Schools having a permanent library collection of tapes - 7 
Areas of use of the VTR 
1. teachers view themselves 
2; teachers view others 
J. athletics 
4. speech and drama 
5. music 
6. role play - guidance 
7. role play - classroom 
8. taping ETV 
9. taping commercial TV 
10. lectures. demonstrations 
11. single concept 
12. field trips 
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1 0 0 
0 0 1 
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1 1 0 
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Chapter 4 
RESULTS OF THE STUDY 
Analysis of the Data 
Of the thirty potential participants, twenty seven chose 
to respond by returning the completed questionnaire. Thirteen 
of these twenty seven respondents did not have access to 
video tape equipment, which leaves fourteen participants for 
the remainder ot the study. 
It was discovered that students were the primary operators 
of the VTR equipment in nearly one half of the schools. In 
the remainder of the schools, primary responsibility for 
operation was divided between teachers and AV personnel. 
Teachers were by far the ~reatest secondary operators. 
One half of the schools surveyed retain some of the video 
tapes they make for later classroom use. 
In the area of teacher evaluation and improvement, the 
VTR is used very little in all but one school reporting. The 
use of the VTR in the area of student performance activities 
is considerable, especially {as would be expected} in athletics. 
However, moderate use of the VTR is being made in speech and 
drama in most of the schools. Only one school reported no 
use of video tape in this area. Moderate use was also reported 
by one half of the schools in the field of music. 
Role play in the area of guidance was reported by a few 
12 
13 
schools, while VTR use in classroom role playing activities 
was quite good. 
Video tape utilization for instructional uses was greater 
than evaluation activities. Excel~t use of recorded 
educational TV presentations was reported by one fourth of 
the schools, while moderate use was found in one half of the 
~·respondents. Good use of commercial TV off eriniss was also 
made by these schools. ~ 
In the area of local production of video tape pro~rams, 
lectures and guest speakers were recorded quite a bit, while 
single concept instruction and field trips were rarely found 
to be used as subjects for recordings. 
Chapter 5 
GENERALIZATIONS 
From this study, it is apparant that the VTR 1s being 
used to some extent where it is available. The areas indicated 
as sources of considerable utilization come as no surprise; 
athletics and off .,the -air ta.ping of TV shows. It was good to 
find the considerable use of VTR in speech and drama activities 
and in the area of classroom role play recording. 
It would seem that for the schools to use the VTR to its ~~-+-
fullest potential, greater utilization should be ma.de in some 
areas. Teacher evaluation and improvement of teaching activities 
is one such area. No great talent is required to record a teacher 
in action. From an activity such as this, much needed insight 
into teaching techniques can be obtained. 
Another area of utilization, seemingly untapped, 1s local 
production of instructional materials using the VTR. Again, 
no great production skills are necessary and the potential for 
use is boundless. 
Although off-the~air taping was done quite a bit, it seems 
as though more could be done in this area. This is by far 
the most simple method of utilization. Perhaps as the ETV 
network expands to all parts of the state, use in this area 
will increase. 
The use of the VTR in Iowa secondary schools is not as 
14 
~reat as it should be. Of the approximately forty hours 
per week available. even the most active users of the VTR 
do not come close to maximum utilization. It 1s obvious 
15 
that an in-service program for VTR use is needed if utilization 
is to be increased. The VTR 1s too valuable an instructional 
device to be left setting idle. 
Perhaps part of the answer can be found by looking at 
who operates the equipment. In only four schools was an 
AV person the primary operator. Although students and teachers 
can be adequate operators of VTR equipment, utilization is 
what we are seeking, and that can best come from a person 
trained in that area, the media specialist. So, part of the 
solution is for the media personnel in the Iowa secondary 
schools to blow the cobwebs off the VTR and ~et out and use 
it in the ways discussed in this study. 
16 
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your school does not have any videotape equipment, please check the 
lowing blank and omit the rest of the questionnaire. 
raters of the VTR - Rank by number (starting with 1 indicating the 





rou have a permanent (or semi-permanent) library of tapes? yes no 
Circle the number that corresponds with the amount of time in use for 
tng and playback in the specific areas specified. The following 
tinuum and values are to be used to answer the remainder of the survey. 
1 - 0 hours per week 
2 - 1 to 4 hours per week 
3 - 5 to 8 hours per week 
4 - 9 to 12 hours per week 
5 - 13 hours or more 
~ Evaluation and Improvement of the Individual 
Improvement of teaching techniques 
1. teachers view and critique themselves 
2. teachers view tapes of other teachers 
Students in performance activities 
3. Athletics 
4. Speech and Drama 
5. Music 
6. Other (specify) 
Role play by students 
7. Guidance 
8. Classroom activities 
;ructional Uses 
Off the air tapin~ 
9. Educational TV 
LO. Commercial stations 
Local production 
Ll. Lectures, demonstrations, experiments 
L2. S1n~le concept instruction 
LJ. Field trips 
L4. Special lectures, ~uest speakers 
1k you for your participation! 
1. 1 2 3 4 5 
2. 1 2 3 4 5 
3. 1 2 .3 4 5 
4. 1 2 3 4 5 
5. 1 2 3 4 5 
6. 1 2 J 4 5 
7. 1 2 3 4 5 
8. 1 2 3 4 5 
9. 1 2 3 4 5 
10. 1 2 3 4 5 
11. 1 2 3 4 5 
12. 1 2 3 4 5 
13. 1 2 3 4 5 
14. 1 2 3 4 5 
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